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Blair Darkness to Light Mar 6

I don't think any of us can comprehend the damage done to humanity; past, present and future.

Considering billions were injected, I cannot think of a more sinister crime.

LIKED (36) REPLY (2) SHARE

patrick.net/memes Patrick.net Memes Mar 9

It was the worst crime against humanity ever.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Gaye Mar 10

Eugenicists: “Hold my beer…”

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Kathleen Janoski Mar 6

Covid was a bioweapon.

So, a "vaccine" won't work.

LIKED (31) REPLY (6) SHARE

Norman J Pieniazek Mar 6 Liked by Jordan Schachtel

No, COVID was not a bioweapon. If you think so, please tell me how was it tested?

LIKE (6) REPLY (5) SHARE

Kathleen Janoski Mar 6

You drank the Fauci Kool-Aid.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Norman J Pieniazek Mar 6 Liked by Jordan Schachtel

Do not use ad hominem arguments, but show me your science. I'm against the fake

pandemic, by the way.

LIKE (7) REPLY (2) SHARE

Kathleen Janoski Mar 6

Try listening to Dr. David Martin, Sasha Latypova, Karen Kingston, and others...they

have the receipts.
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Norman J Pieniazek Mar 6

I listened to them.

If you think so, please tell me how was it tested? I am not interested in fake

receipts.
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Paul Black Mar 6

https://youtu.be/MI8cOvGX_Nw?si=fL_6vdtE1qr_rR3J Norman, from

what I just read, you don't need ad hominems. Open goal. Meanwhile this

should give you a clue about China
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Matt L. Mar 6

Boy was that a dark video. China death vans are a real thing, they’ve

been around a bit over 20 years.
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Matt L. Mar 6

Kathleen, if you can’t recite how vaccines were a bioweapon YOURSELF, then

you should not make statements like this. You make yourself an unserious

poster here otherwise.
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Kathleen Janoski Mar 7 · edited Mar 7

I chose not to engage with that poster who worked for the CDC.

As if any employee of the CDC, either present or former, has any

credibility.

If you want to believe the bat and pangolin and wet market nonsense

spewed by the CDC and Fauci, go right ahead.

You obviously never heard of Dr. David Martin, Sasha Latypova, Karen

Kingston, and others, who are able to provide the receipts that covid, and

the covid "vaccine," were planned years in advance.
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Pangolin Chow Mein Sebastian’s Substack Mar 7

So nursing home patients in NY didn’t die because of Cuomo??
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Norman J Pieniazek Mar 7

I do not know the answer to your question.
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Embree Walker Mar 6

On the innocent people of Wuhan
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Norman J Pieniazek Mar 6 · edited Mar 6

Then, explain why the innocent people on board the Diamond Princess cruise ship

didn't die after a mont of exposure to the Wuhan virus.
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Cathleen Mar 6

Diamond Princess Cruise pandemic math:

There were 4,061 individuals tested who were exposed (1)

705 tested positive

7 patients died

3 Japanese citizens in their 80’s

“An elderly Japanese man”-age unknown

British national in his 70’s

A 78 year old Australian national

Hong-Kong national-age unknown

The infection rate of those exposed is 17%

The fatality rate (exposed versus deaths) was 1.0%

What does all of that mean? The fact that only 17% contracted COVID-19 on a

cruise ship that was out there for a month before being quarantined is NOT

impressive. In fact, epidemiologists usually see 20-40% of individuals in a

population test positive for the influenza virus during a bad flu pandemic.
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Norman J Pieniazek Mar 7 · edited Mar 7

This is an excellent comment. If I may, I would add that on a ship of this size

without the Wuhan virus, usually, about ten passengers die during a two-week

cruise. All the testing data are PCR results from swabs that do not indicate

infection. Moreover, counter to the data promulgated to the world by the

Chinese Communist Party, no one in their prime died.
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Cathleen Mar 7

Agree, the PCR tests can't indicate infection (Kary Mullis) and the elderly

with comobidities died (then, of course all the hospital murders using

Remdisiver and ventilators, and other drugs) . What I posted came from

an article (that is no longer on the internet) from early 2020.

Unfortunately, I only copied this part of the article, not the whole. The

title was "Why A Medical Doctor Is Not Worried About Coronavirus". Not

able to find it now.
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Norman J Pieniazek Mar 7

Cathleen - Kary Mullis didn't work in diagnosis of infectious diseases

while I did. PCR is a great diagnostic technique when an appropriate

diagnostic sample representing the infection site is used. It works

great for body fluids, but definitely not for swabs from nose and the

pharynx. Such swabs represent our air filter and not the site of the

infection.

In the diagnosis of respiratory illnesses, the proper sample is the

Bronchio-Alveolar Lavage (BAL). It is difficult to obtain and causes

discomfort to the patient. This was quickly forgotten for monetary

gains. Trillions of unnecessary tests were performed.
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Cathleen Mar 7

Wasn't Kary Mullis the inventor of the PCR test? He was a fierce

critic of Anthony Fauci. And he stated emphatically that no

infection or illness can be accurately diagnosed with the PCR-

RT.
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Norman J Pieniazek Mar 7

Yes, Kary Mullis got the Nobel Prize for developing the

ideas behind the technique of Polymerase Chain Reaction.

I knew him and Fauci. Dr. Mullis never discussed the RT-

qPCR method used for diagnosis of the Wuhan virus.

By the way, I created and was the head of the CDC

Laboratory of Molecular Reference Diagnosis. My papers

were quoted over 9,000 times, see:

https://scholar.google.com/citations?

user=wKIBcKEAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=ao
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Cathleen Mar 7

Congrats on your paper, that's quite an impressive

list.

I believe Dr. Mullis died (somewhat mysteriously) in

Aug, 2019, before the wuhan "virus".
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waypasthadenough Mar 7

It was probably intentionally released over here or in Europe or all three plus who knows

what. It was a PLANDEMIC.

FreeKentucky.com
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waypasthadenough Mar 7

The shyster that wrote the U.S. bioweapons law said so in winter of 2020. Look it up. Don't

use goolag.

Or find it on my website:

FreeKentucky.com
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TRM Dead Pool Mar 6

"No, COVID was not a bioweapon" - Sort of correct. COVID was not a bio-weapon but the

spike protein sure was. It did come out of a bio-weapons program unless you are accepting

the "dual use" excuse. I don't. All the major players developed their products to produce

hundreds of billions of the same spike protein that is clearly a bio-weapon.

"If you think so, please tell me how was it tested?" - Just my SWAG from here on out.

It was tested on the Uyghurs in China. The province of Xinjiang was pretty much under

martial law in 2020 to start with. Remote with no data coming out of Xinjiang other than

official statements it was the perfect place to test. The virus did a lot more damage to them

due to their very low vitamin D3 levels. When released elsewhere it was no where near as

dangerous so they injected the bio-weapon into everyone.
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Norman J Pieniazek Mar 6

OK, that sounds very logical. Nevertheless, please explain why this bioengineered and

tested super virus did not affect badly the passengers and crew of the Diamond

Princess cruise ship?
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TRM Dead Pool Mar 6 · edited Mar 6

Pre-immunity like professor Levitt was saying in 2020. I didn't get it until omicron

came around. The vast majority of unvaxxed people I know (about 30 people) were

the same. Only 1 or 2 got the original or its beta, gamma, delta variants.

There was also the US navy ship (Roosevelt?) that also had very few problems.

Mostly young healthy males on it. The Diamond Princess had young crew but

mostly older 60-ish passengers.

It may have been a failed attempt that they then made up for with injections. The

fact that both the disease and vaccines were engineered to have spike protein

"feature" is highly suspicious.

If you have an explanation or speculation for why all the major vaccine

manufacturers selected the same hyper-toxic spike protein that mutates 5 times

faster than the rest of the corona virus it's attached to please share. As far as I can

tell that's the WORST target.

The spike protein fits through the blood brain barrier like a key to its lock according

to some researchers like Dr Fleming. It also migrates through the skull marrow into

the brain.
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Norman J Pieniazek Mar 7

A few corrections:

1. All viruses mutate and have variants. For the Wuhan virus, all variants were

only virtual, as only the sequence was known. This is meaningless without

sound epidemiologic data.

2. You listened to wrong people and repeat their lie that the spike protein is

"hyper-toxic". There is no evidence for that.

3. Moreover, the spike protein doesn't "fit" through "the blood brain barrier

like a key". The spike protein doesn't migrate through the skull marrow into

the brain.

What really happening, it that the pseudovaccine containing at least a trillion

of lipid nanoparticles containing mRNA transfects randomly cells in the body.

Upon transfection, the cell converts the information contained in the mRNA

into a protein. This protein (an antigen) shows up on the surface of the cell. As

it is foreign (not a human protein), the body defense kills the cell. Imagine

what happens to a person whose cell in the heart will be suddenly considered

foreign and killed.
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TRM Dead Pool Mar 7

2) Wrong. It is one of the most toxic proteins known. Once in the brain it

stimulates miss folded proteins (spongiform encephalitis) aka "mad

cow".

3a) Yes it does fit like a key and go argue with Dr Fleming on that one.

3b) Yes it does migrate from the skull marrow into the brain. That was a

more recent one so maybe you haven't seen it yet.

"pseudovaccine containing at least a trillion of lipid nanoparticles" -

Wrong. Pfizer & Moderna have 13 billion LNPs per injection and

Astrazeneca has 50 billion.
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Norman J Pieniazek Mar 7

1. I would not agree with your statement that Pfizer and Moderna

have 13 billion LNPs per dose. The exact number was never

disclosed see: https://ico.org.uk/media/action-weve-taken/decision-

notices/2022/4021499/ic-147776-f3p1.pdf. My numbers are based

on a different estimate than yours.

This is because Pfizer and Moderna do not want to disclose that

most of the RNA in their vaccines is degraded resulting in more

LNPs per microgram.

2, 3a and 3b. Apparently, you listened to wrong people. Protein

toxins are well known, but the spike protein is not among them. The

Japanese death cult Aum Shinrikyo tried the botulin toxin and ricin.

Didn't really work, so they switched to nerve gas. If this were true,

the Novavax vaccine and several others based on the spike protein

or on attenuated whole Wuhan virus would be toxic.
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patrick.net/memes Patrick.net Memes Mar 9 · edited Mar 9

Thank you for using the term "Wuhan virus"!

The press called it Wuhan Virus because it is a virus from Wuhan, and

obviously came from the Wuhan Institute of Virology.

There was nothing "racist" about the name Wuhan Virus. But then one

day, in lock-step goose-step, the entire corporate media changed to

using "covid". It still grates every time I hear their new PC term for Wuhan

Virus.
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Norman J Pieniazek Mar 10

It's simpler than you think. In the original paper reporting finding this

virus and in the description of its sequence submitted to the

GenBank database, the Chinese authors named this virus Wuhan

Human-1 virus, or WHCV.
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Fat Clemenza Mar 7

Nanoparticles contained in the “vaccine” were considered a WMD as recently as 2019. But

now, yay, the non-solution for a virus with a survivability figure just under flu (>99%). And

Covid, from a US-financed Communist Chinese lab, was definitely a bio weapon to dump

Trump. Start to finish - oops NINTH vax due now - crimes against humanity for which those

responsible should pay the ultimate price.
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Norman J Pieniazek Mar 7

How come this super duper WMD did not make anyone sick beyond common-cold on

board the Diamond Princess cruise-ship?
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Faith ASnhat 40KFt Mar 6

COVID was a bioweapon, but not THE biowespon! COVID was just the excuse to fearmonger

humanity into clamoring for the real bioweapons to be injected into their unsuspecting bodies. So

the never were any "vaccines". Vaccines, although generally a scam (note that most don't work

very well, and for respiratory viruses like flu, not at all— except perhaps for the placebo effect), at

least a real vaccine, in some rare cases does prevent disease and is at least theoretically

beneficial. But COVID shots are NOT "vaccines" no matter what the criminals in Big Pharma and

the government call them— and as bioweapons they obviously NEVER WERE intended to be

beneficial!
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Leslie Benjamini # Mar 6

I think the bioweapon was the so called vaccines. Much higher concentrations of the spike

protein. Not that there aren’t permanent damage from Covid, my son being one.
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Kathleen Janoski Mar 7 · edited Mar 7

I think they were both bioweapons. Covid, not so strong, but strong enough to instill fear

with the concurrent military and governmental psyops to push the fear porn.

Fear porn so strong that people willingly had the "vaccine" injected into their arms by

perfect strangers in drive-thru clinics in parking lots.

The main goal was always to get the bioweapon "vaccine" into people's bodies.
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Colin Eves Mar 6

It mostly took out the old and frail, and the obese; some 'bioweapon' that is!
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TRM Dead Pool Mar 6 · edited Mar 6

If you think of it in terms of what we have been conditioned by TV and movies then you

expect a bio-weapon to kill billions of people in a short period of time.

But the bio-weapons industry has as many munitions as kinetic weapons. What if wiping out

billions in a short time wasn't the goal? What if it was designed to lower life expectancy by a

couple of decades?

A delayed onset, slow kill bio-weapon with dozens of causes of death so no single one sticks

out too much? Plausible deniability.

All cause mortality, fertility and insurance industry data is the best we have to go by as it is

difficult to manipulate those although the UK is trying to redefine "excess deaths" LOL.
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Runningonempty Mar 6

Add falling birth rates to that list.
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Leslie Benjamini # Mar 6

This is absolutely what is happening from the so called vaccine Bioweapon.
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Faith ASnhat 40KFt Mar 6

Slow kill so Big Pharma rakes in trillions $ more for meds!
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Embree Walker Mar 6

I agree with you on a bioweapon
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Kathleen Janoski Mar 6 · edited Mar 6

That poster that was disagreeing with me worked for the CDC...like they have any credibility

at this point.
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Martin Snigg Mar 8

Norman is a stooge, ignore him. @jikkyleaks +norman +iraq
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Kathleen Janoski Mar 8

I knew Norman was a stooge was he asked how the bioweapon was tested.

I mean, really?
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Nathan Mar 6

They were 100% effective in doing what they were designed to do though!
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SimulationCommander Screaming into the Void Mar 6

And safe from litigation!
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Jason Mar 6

The entire disaster-not just the vaccines, but the people who were so full of fear, hiding at home, kids

missing an entire year of school, loneliness, substance abuse, small businesses going under, jobs lost.

The vaccines were only a small part of the crimes against humanity.
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nymusicdaily Mar 6

if there was a "covid" virus, it was a harmless cold circulating in 2015-16 which was used as the target

for the covid-19 test kits which were produced and then shipped around the globe starting in 2017.

and kinda funny how the world bank deployed pandemic bonds in 2017 - a debt trap for the 3rd world

and pretext for getting German and Japanese banks in on it - the derivatives market was in on it too -

Swiss Re was the underwriting agent

https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2017/06/28/world-bank-launches-first-ever-

pandemic-bonds-to-support-500-million-pandemic-emergency-financing-

facility#:~:text=Washington%2C%20DC%2C%20June%2028%2C,funding%20to%20developing%20

countries%20facing
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Barney Rubble Rough Draft Mar 6

Covid was/is the same constellation of respiratory bugs we have been dealing with for ages

rebranded as a dangerous novel pathogen using the best marketing campaign since twins, selling

silver bullets.

Its just the flu bro. Even the CDC admits it now.

The vaccine is the bio weapon, and if Norman wants to know how it was tested it was injected to

a whole bunch of fucking people
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Faith ASnhat 40KFt Mar 6

It is NOT THE FLU! The flu doesn't cause blood clots all over the body, and whitish rubbery

amyloid clots, too! And the flu doesn't cause autoimmune diseases and VAIDS, amputaions,

blindness, kidney failure, strokes, sudden cardiac death, etc., etc.!
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Barney Rubble Rough Draft Mar 7

The vaccines are causing all of those things. Good grief.
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this little authoritarian this little authoritarian Mar 6

Intramuscular vaccination, never mind transfection, generates a serum immune response. Those cells

incl. serum antibodies do not cross the mucosal barrier where the primary infection takes. Mucosal

antibodies on the other hand are the non-specific secretory igA and while they get better at pattern

recognition they do not become antigen specific ike their serum counterparts (they only learn through

infection)

Some viral proteins can make it past the mucosa and will elicit small number of serum antibodies for

cleanup but the infection has essentially been stopped at the mucosa.

In short, vaccines don't do squat for respiratory viruses of any kind.
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Crixcyon Mar 6

More lies as no vaccine is ever safe and effective. Get over it, you have all been duped for the last 70

years. If vaccines worked, we wouldn't be the sickest country in the world.
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Faith ASnhat 40KFt Mar 6

Sickest country in the world with the highest cost of Disease Maintenance and most

pharmaceutical companies.
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Truth101 Truth101’s Substack Mar 6

Vaccine was a bioweapon as Covid 19 was a hoax
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DL Mar 6

Everyone is over-thinking this. Viruses, such as the coronavirus, will in our cells as needed make

variants to keep trying to detoxify one’s body, thus constantly changing ever so slightly, and as a

result just as with the fallacious flu shots NEVER cure what ails you (which is actually your body

healing from the toxin buildup)… health is not achieved through entirely unnatural injection of

chemicals+animal tissue+whatever manipulated virus), but will add to your total toxicity which at some

point has to come out! As sickness, disease, and if uninformed, money spent on pharmaceuticals,
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point has to come out! As sickness, disease, and if uninformed, money spent on pharmaceuticals,

lining their pockets but keeping you as a guinea pig for which they have no care… 

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Boatswain Mate Mar 6

Spot On! Well, I was fooled, I thought we were getting an Andrew Jackson, but we got Jacques

Clouseau instead! Edgar sums up my position: If a man deceives me once, shame on him; if he

deceives me twice, shame on me.

Edgar Allan Poe

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Embree Walker Mar 6

My mom's 1943 medical dictionary was more right than Dr. Fauci and CDC combined

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Barbara Fearn Mar 7

In 2011 I was stricken with an idiopathic attack of Transverse Myelitis, suddenly , I live with the ongoing

issues associated with such a devastating auto immune disease, I remain positive and strive for

normalcy.

When Covid ‘struck’ I was devastated , we had two holidays booked to Italy , in the UK we weren't

‘allowed’ to travel, anywhere , Italy in any case was CLOSED… , miraculously it was to open to tourism ,

sooner than later if you had a vaccine passport .Vaccines were coming thick and fast, in September

The Oxford Astra Zeneca started human trials with the vax , two days in , the trial was halted ,a female

had been stricken with :Transverse Myelitis …I was devastated, , no vaccine for me , how could I risk it,

but how could I get away on holiday again ….( no holiday in four years )

In January I was contacted by my GP surgery offering me the vaccine , I refused , they continue to

offer me the Covid and the Flu double vaccine …

I will not be taking them up on it .

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

BJBRN BJBRN’s Newsletter Mar 7

i lived with a partner for 20 + years who is a Narcissistic borderline sociopath… easier to spot the

behavior now even if by a government or corporation where it is rampant and par for the course.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Cathleen Mar 7

The coronavirus pandemic is a fraud and invisible all-purpose enemy to which the government can

attribute any dangers at once to frighten and control us. (Look what the WHO wants to do).

There is no legitimacy to any of it - the mask, the social distancing, the social bubbles, the self-

isolation, the self-quarantine, the contact tracing, the flattening the curve, the Alone together, the

shutdowns, the lockdowns, the pointless testing, the stage frenzy to develop a vaccine, the bands on

assemblies and large groups, the restrictions on churches and prayer groups -

None of that is to keep us safe but all of it is to condition us to accept more government control, more

arbitrary regimentation, more transfers of taxpayer money to the corporate elite, and he destruction of

small businesses.

Everything was scripted well in advance of the actual rollout and that includes the vaccine. As there is

no legitimacy to the pandemic there is no legitimacy to the vaccine. The covid-19 vaccine was not

intended to make anyone healthier or safer (no vaccine is), on the contrary the vaccine was created to

make people sick with recurring illnesses, turbo cancers, blood clots, myocarditis, and massive

deaths.

And, as we saw, the vaccine was the excuse to have vaccine mandates and vaccines passports.

To continue to talk about where SARS-CoV2 came from, was it the Chinese? A Gain of function? An

accidental lab leak? Does spike protein exist? (It has never been isolated). Are all distractions.

The globalist's most important thing is maintaining the control of the narrative, which is by presenting

two false ideas (lab leak and GoF), and people think one or the other must be true. But in realty neither

are true. It's used to distract our attention from what's really going on.

There was NO virus released accidently from a lab in Wuhan. It was the flu, renamed SAR-CoV2, and a

fake PCR test. Bill Gates said, "people aren't afraid of the flu". Where did the flu go in 2020? In the US

deaths from the flu are 60-80,000 each flu season (with millions being infected). But, suddenly, 0

deaths in 2020? And few flu infections?

Continuing to say it is a deadly virus allows the globalists/WHO/et al to continue their narrative of

emergency mandates and measures, testing, masking, and pushing the deadly c-19 injections and vax

passports and more and more control and loss of our freedoms.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Suzanne O'Keeffe Winning the Frequency Wars Mar 7

Excellent. Whatever it was, it definitely wasn't what we were being told it was. Bioweapons can be

any number of things, chemicals, drugs, manipulated parts of things. The goal isn't necessarily

death, it can be mere debilitation to draw resources and create the illusion needed to launch the

next plan of action. "Lab leak" was one of the fear-hyping story tactics. Apparently they happen

200+ times a year and harm very few, except the lab workers, generally. The collection of

symptoms known as "covid" was very different from the flu in my experience, so I believe it

wasn't just rebranded flu -- original waves had more a cardiovascular impact than respiratory --

but it wasn't what we were told it was.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Colin Eves Mar 6

Nah, it was no different to the regular flu.

Stress and anxiety over such things is what will reduce your life expectancy.

Besides, no evidence whatsoever that you can turn a respiratory virus into a bioweapon. Stupid,

pointless idea anyway, because even if you could, an airborne virus weapon would attack everyone

including those who produced and released it.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

TRM Dead Pool Mar 6

https://i.postimg.cc/gJB9GBZt/Elon-Trolls-Bourla-Parachute.jpg
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Suzanne O'Keeffe Winning the Frequency Wars Mar 7 · edited Mar 7

 (not that Teslas are functional, mind you)

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

SimulationCommander Screaming into the Void Mar 6

Your school has a 100% graduation rate if you only count the kids who make it to graduation. Count

everybody who dropped out as unvaccinated while you're at it.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

voza0db voza0db’s MindSlavery Mar 6

"but zero actually worked", Not true.

Why are you insisting with the idea that the jabs were made to "save lives"?!

Quite the opposite.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

TRM Dead Pool Mar 6

"but zero actually worked" - for their stated purpose of preventing sickness.

"Why are you insisting with the idea that the jabs were made to save lives?!" - That was how the

shots were marketed. "It's the only way out" and "Nobody is safe until everybody gets the shots".

It doesn't mean he buys into it, just that was the sales pitch. At least that's how I read it.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

refusenick Mar 6

Off the top of my head, why aren't all of these entities liable for a massive class action false

advertising complaint?

LIKE (3) REPLY (2) SHARE

Handsome Pristine Patriot Mar 6

In the former USA, where equal justice under the law was more than just a slogan, they would be.

LIKE (9) REPLY SHARE

Suzanne O'Keeffe Winning the Frequency Wars Mar 7

They have been sued for fraud. Very important cases. The suits demonstrate very clearly and

specifically that these were never "vaccines." Pfizer's legal argument in these suits has been the

products were made and distributed **by the DOD** and legally classified as "prototype EUA

Countermeasures" not subject to any Good Manufacturing Processes regulations. No clinical

trials were required of these countermeasures. It's impossible to do clinical trials of

countermeasures as the regulatory pathways do not apply. Pharma and FDA and CDC and the

whole "pharma" industry were used as cover for this fact. Contracted to intentionally fool the

public into thinking it was a "medical" intervention to gain compliance to agreeing to jab a

prototype EUA Countermeasure made by the Pentagon into your arm. It has never been medical

anything. It has ALL been a charade from a faked pandemic created from a seeded narrative on

down. The Pentagon made these things. This has been long planned. Pharma did what they were

told to do by the DOD. The government knew what Pfizer etc were doing / not doing. The

government was the client, not the public. Therefore no fraud. Pfizer has won its cases. This is

what we must process as a world.

https://sashalatypova.substack.com/p/tx-v-pfizer
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BJBRN BJBRN’s Newsletter Mar 7

2 is  more than one. lol! what a joke. they removed so many from the trial and then had 2 die in

unvaxxed and 1 in unvaxxed? so it was  effective in preventing? WTH  kind of study is that? good

grief.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

waypasthadenough Mar 7

I can't feel sorry for any sheeple that was dumb enough to take that bioweapon after the first

bioweapon was almost certainly intentionally released to begin the plandemic.

We've had the net for a quarter century. Only political children, of which most voters are, could have

been dumb enough to go along with the masking and the vax. Why do we let them vote?

There's some reason they wanted that garbage in most to all of the tool-using monkeys. We are their

livestock or their lab rats, take your pick.

FreeKentucky.com
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BJBRN BJBRN’s Newsletter Mar 7

sad part, is we ALL are being thrown into a blender of confusion and deception in order to destroy the

individual and create a new one world order. No individual sovereignty left. No democracy left. No

freedom. if everyone could just wake up, we could have a fighting chance of fighting it together

instead of silencing and fighting each other. we are who THEY fear… and this is how they win against

us… buy dividing and pitting us against each other.

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

waypasthadenough Mar 7

Democracy is what got us here.

FreeKentucky.com
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BJBRN BJBRN’s Newsletter Mar 7

gene therapy
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MarianneK Mar 7

If you want a true understanding to this entire Covid/Flu-rebranding, you must read the book,

"Inventing the AIDS Virus" by Peter Duesberg. It's out of print but I found a copy online. He's a

scientist who worked with these people at CDC, NIH, NIAID, etc. Early 1900s when health and hygiene

began to improve, infectious diseases were on the decline. Around the same time vaccines were

invented so they took credit for all the improvements when that simply was not true. As time went on,

to stay relevant and get a big budget from Congress, they had to keep handling disease even though

it's a thing of the past. Legionnaire's Disease, Swine Flu, and the War on Cancer. Everything shifted to

virus hunting and only viruses as being the cause of any disease or condition. If you are a scientist and

you don't follow along you don't get promoted or get any grants. When AIDS came along, it had to be

caused by a virus, again to make the CDC relevant. So, no surprise that a "deadly" virus called COVID

has suddenly made an appearance. It all fits.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Colin Eves Mar 6

It mostly took out the old and frail, and the obese; some 'bioweapon' that is!

LIKE (2) REPLY (1) SHARE

waypasthadenough Mar 7

The intention was to scare the brain dead sheeple into taking the vax during the PLANDEMIC.

FreeKentucky
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Ross Sundelin Ross’s Newsletter Mar 6

These rat bag liars who made these claims could teach a master class in propaganda and deception in

their sleep! Well, their master is the ‘father of lies’! What would one expect for this class of grifters?

Their blood money will condemn them when they stand before their Maker one Terrible Day, all too

soon!!! Poor deceived sods. 
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waypasthadenough Mar 7

Yeah just sit on your ass and let someone else deliver justice that isn't coming.

FreeKentucky.com
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Boatswain Mate Mar 6

So many RED FLAGS! There is a reason that prior to this that Vaccines, real vaccines, and Gene

therapies, too were not done at "Warp Speed". Yet, this time that was ignored. mRNAs have a history

of being problematic. The bureaucrats pushing this were/are bureaucrats! Docs don't take those jobs

because they're great clinicians! So why trust their clinical judgment? And don't get me started on

trump, incompetence personified.
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Truth101 Truth101’s Substack Mar 6

Trump is another globalist puppet doing as told
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patrick.net/memes Patrick.net Memes Mar 9 · edited Mar 9

Maybe he's just been well paid by Pfizer to keep pushing that toxic crap on the public. Pfizer

did give him a million dollars for his inauguration party in 2016, but maybe they have given

him more since then.
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Truth101 Truth101’s Substack Mar 11

Wilbur Ross, a Rothschilds operative - and the guy who bailed Trump out of his Casino

endeavors debts in Atlantic City in the 90s made secretary of Commerce by Trump.

Considering he was bailed out in the 90's by a Rothchild operative, and Trumps kids go

to the Bilderberg and WEF !! Ivanka carries a title of a young global leader! Some

outsider !

-Trump gave $1.16B to Bill Gates' organization GAVI, making him the world's largest

private donor of the WHO. Trump  also funded CHAI - Clinton foundation initiative.

- Trump tried to hire Bill Gates as a Science advisor

-Trump signed the PREPS Act which gave indefinite liability immunity to all the

BigPharma companies.

- Trump was behind orchestrating the push for the dangerous, failed drug Remdesivir

as the only recommended treatment for hospitalized patients

-Trump signed the CARES Act which gave governors the unprecedented ability to shut

down their individual State economies indefinitely and at will, but more importantly his

National Emergency declaration in conjunction with the CARES Act gives FEMA and the

CDC federal executive authority over the federal government.

-The combination of the CMS override and the CARES Act incentives enabled and

coerced hospitals to make a COVID-19 diagnosis and follow a (lethal) federally

mandated COVID-19 protocol or else be forced to pay back the funding. As a result,

hospitals from coast to coast received payments such as: 

• A “free” required PCR test in the Emergency Room or upon admission for every

patient, with a government-paid fee to the hospital.

• Added bonus payment for each positive COVID-19 diagnosis.
Expand full comment
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Truth101 Truth101’s Substack Mar 11

Trump is just a rag doll for WEF UN globalists

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Turfseer Turfseer’s Newsletter Mar 7

The average person doesn't seem to care that they were propagandized into taking the jab.

Here on Substack, Medical Freedom activists by and large are PREACHING TO THE CHOIR. But is that

really a bad thing? Watch Turfseer’s new music video. https://turfseer.substack.com/p/new-video-

preaching-to-the-choir

Verdi meets Pfizer. A satire on Vaccine mania. Watch Turfseer’s hit music video, VACCINE, MY LOVE!

https://turfseer.substack.com/p/vaccine-my-love
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BJBRN BJBRN’s Newsletter Mar 7

1 in vaxxed
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BJBRN BJBRN’s Newsletter Mar 7

gadianton robbers and secret combinations.. who do not represent the will of the people, all

forecasted in the Book of Mormon … not mormon, but read the book.
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BJBRN BJBRN’s Newsletter Mar 7

it’s an artificially enhanced/ mutated/ created cold virus… they’ve never created a vaccine for them,

dumb to think they could or suddenly did. just doing the research on the history of mrna therapy

shots… they only killed the animal subjects and didn’t get into mass circulation. it would have been

healthy to have so fear of the unknown.. of both this new shot and of the virus… because we saw

people barely getting sick for the most part from the virus unless already seriously compromised..the

biggest fear should have been from this rapidly developed with ZERO long term safety studies shit

shot!
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BJBRN BJBRN’s Newsletter Mar 7

Listen to the congressional hearing… https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/the-highwire-with-del-

bigtree/id1227863378?i=1000648243259
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BJBRN BJBRN’s Newsletter Mar 7

Mathias Desmit had my same question… why so many could see through the lies..
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BJBRN BJBRN’s Newsletter Mar 7

best part? Lara Logan tongue lashes our representatives… who don’t do the bidding of the

people…
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BJBRN BJBRN’s Newsletter Mar 7

or whatever it is… a very good committee hearing on the shots
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BJBRN BJBRN’s Newsletter Mar 7

they aren’t vaccines, they are biologics. FDA labeled them as such. I looked it up in early 2021 on

FDA’s website. The masses didn’t do their due diligence. The shot fact sheets also stated they

wouldn’t protect you from getting it or spreading it. If the masses weren’t such trusting sheep, all

would have protested and all businesses would have had to capitulate in order to stay staffed and

wouldn’t have been able to mandate this shit, i mean shot. So, instead of believing in our corrupt

government next time… let’s all do our own due diligence… believe what we see with our own eyes, vs

the psyops on the tv

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

Gaye Mar 10

They are a type of laboratory gene therapy called transfection for use in lab animals that will be

sacrificed after testing. The populace was used for testing and the real sacrificing is happening

before your very eyes. The devils are pleased

LIKE REPLY SHARE

DanWebber Mar 7

Covid is a psy-op. There is no covid. Can't protect against something that does not exist.

Vaccines have always been about eugenics. Always.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Chef Sherry 18 hrs ago

Why is Bile Gates still breathing?

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Gary Hogan Mar 12

Never forget the coercion by governments globally to force people to take these toxic substances.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Raphael Lataster, PhD Okay Then News Mar 10 · edited Mar 10

Indeed, the latest science published in peer-reviewed medical journals show the jabs' effectiveness

and safety were highly exaggerated: https://okaythennews.substack.com/p/science-summary-covid-

19-vaccines
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Vicki Mar 7

Piers is a simplistic interviewer, but Eric Weinstein is Brilliant in his responses on many subjects.

https://youtu.be/v8y5_gGF9H8?si=k6H74gAa_F1P5oPP
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Steven A Mar 7

The truth lies in the "weasel words": "100% effective against severe disease". This is not a promise of

immunity from catching the disease. This is a promise against severity of SYMPTOMS if you catch the

disease.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Kevin Beck Mar 6

Kill Gates is an excellent example of a savant. He has extreme knowledge in one area, but doesn't

know a measurable amount of anything else. If he would have stuck with software manufacturing, he

would be great! Instead, he retired early and branched far afield, getting into issues about disease

spreads.. He decided to use his massive wealth to run experiments upon others, and has a spotty

record of success.

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

patrick.net/memes Patrick.net Memes Mar 9

I don't think Bill knows all that much about computers either. He bought DOS to begin with.
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Leslie Benjamini # Mar 6

I would say no success except to do harm.
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LooLooLoo Mar 6

Any thoughts on this?

‘Hypervaccinated’ man reportedly received 217 Covid jabs without side effects

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2024/mar/06/hypervaccinated-man-217-covid-jabs-no-side-

effects-germany

"A German man who voluntarily received 217 coronavirus jabs over 29 months showed “no signs” of

having been infected with the virus that causes Covid-19 and had not suffered from any vaccine-

related side effects, according to a study published in the medical journal Lancet Infectious Diseases."

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

Dena Mar 6

I’m going to say fake news on this one. Someone in the story is lying.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

TRM Dead Pool Mar 6

As reported in "The Lancet" which also published the Surgisphere fraud. Wait and see is my

attitude on it.
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deleted Mar 6

Comment deleted

Norman J Pieniazek Mar 6 · edited Mar 6 Liked by Jordan Schachtel

This was known for at least 50 years. Dr. Ryan Cole is not well informed. This is not because

coronaviruses mutate so quickly but because the antibodies found in the blood after injection

with a vaccine against respiratory viruses, namely IgG and IgM, do not migrate to the respiratory

tract. In the respiratory tract, contrary to the blood, the primary antibody is IgA. Fauci (of all the

people) surprised the media and his minions, not speaking about poorly informed enemies, re-

publishing these simple truths in a January 2023 review paper. I'm not joking.

See: 2023_01_11 - Rethinking-next-generation-vaccines-for-coronavirus

David M. Morens, Jeffery K. Taubenberger, and Anthony S. Fauci

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9832587/
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TRM Dead Pool Mar 6

"This is not because coronaviruses mutate so quickly" - Corona virus have mutated around

every vaccine thrown at them for 3+ decades and do so in roughly 3-6 months. That means

2-4 shots a year just to tread water.

Corona virus mutation rate is one of the fastest known.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Norman J Pieniazek Mar 7

No vaccine ever worked for a virus infecting the respiratory tract. When you get

vaccinated, you get IgG and IgM antibodies in your blood. Unfortunately, the main

antibody in the respiratory tract is non-specific IgA. The main role to stop infections in

the respiratory is played by the mucus and the ciliated epithelium.

After Fauci realized in 2022 that he is not going to get the Nobel Price, he repeated

what was known for at least 50 years in a paper published in January 2023:

2023_01_11 - Rethinking-next-generation-vaccines-for-coronavirus

David M. Morens, Jeffery K. Taubenberger, and Anthony S. Fauci

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9832587/
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